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New bust 

too big for 

5-ft-1 body
– experts say

then! yeoW!

NASHVILLE sexpot Hayden Panettiere is  
suddenly bustin’ out of her bikini top, but she’s 
a big boob if she thinks she’s fooling anyone! 

Experts say her new-found abundance  
definitely is NOT a gift from Mother Nature.

“There’s absolutely no question she’s had 
breast augmentation,” noted Morristown, N.J., 
cosmetic surgeon Dr. Brian Glatt tells GLOBE.

Glatt and other experts compared the shocking 
then-and-now photos and believe the 23-year-old 
actress boosted her bust with surgery, which can 
cost from $3,000 to $7,000 with an additional 
$750 to $2,000 for the actual implants.

The stunning 5-foot-1 blonde was spotted 
March 30 strolling on the beach in Hollywood, 
Fla., with her rumored fiance Wladimir Klitschko, a 
Ukrainian heavyweight boxing champ who towers 
over her at 6-foot-5. Experts say Panettiere, who 
also played cheerleader Claire Bennett on the 
NBC series Heroes from 2006 to 2010, seems to 

have gone overboard with her implants.
“They appear to be somewhat too wide for  

her chest and body so she looks unnatural and 
‘augmented,’” notes Glatt. “She looks to barely 
be an A cup in the 2009 photo. She’s now a D 
cup or at least a large C. These changes are  
very obvious and dramatic. Her cleavage is too 
narrow and her entire chest is larger.”

Glatt says it appears the star has saline-filled  
implants which “tend to be more artificial-looking 
than silicone gel. They also appear to have been 
inserted over the muscle which makes them look 
more ‘stuck on’ than natural.”

Beverly Hills plastic surgeon Dr. Raffi Hovsepian 
agrees Panettiere likely had above-the-muscle 
saline implants, telling GLOBE, “Unfortunately, it 
appears she’s developed signs of implant rippling 
that can occur with a thin person who has mini-
mal breast tissue.”                     – LyNN ALLISON

lynnallison@globefl.com
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